
USHA YARNS is on a mission to recycle post and pre consumer textile waste generated 

from garment mills and consumers. Annually, we produce 12000 MT recycled yarns by 

consuming around 7200 MT garment waste and  24 Millions PET water bottles.  

Our vision is to close the loop in textile value chain. We are GRS certified for 100%         

recycled contents yarns and have strict environment management system in place at our 

production facilities. With our pure recycled contents   sustainable brands claim to save 

water, energy, chemicals and Co2 emission.  

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp
https://www.ushayarns.com/


Usha Yarns has a legacy of more than two decades in learning, developing and producing recycled textiles.    

Today, the company has three spinning plants in operation spread across 20 acres within the proximity of 

Chandigarh. The plants are modern and equipped with the best recycling technology driven by trusted brands 

like Rieter, Truetzschler, Oerlikon and Schlafhorst.  

The company has a monthly capacity to produce more than 1,000 tonnes of regenerated yarns in different solid 

and mélange colours, certified by Global Recycling Standards (GRS). The products are thoroughly examined on 

each quality parameter of global standards to ensure the complete satisfaction of customers. The company is 

an emerging brand in circular textiles, known for offering unique values like 100 per cent recycled content, big 

lot sizes, traceability, no colour variations and fine quality for both hosiery and woven applications which sets it 

apart from competitors. 

https://www.ushayarns.com/
https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp


Sustainability is at the core of the business and it goes beyond offering a green product. To create          

sustainable values for customers, the company provides recycled yarn while closing the textile loop. The 

company senses an emergency on the climate crisis and responds to it by reducing its dependency on fossil 

fuels, chemicals, water, energy and emissions.  

The company is committed to acting more responsibly as the textiles value chain was always questionable 

for polluting the environment and presenting a threat to ecosystems. “We take a holistic approach by   

adopting green alternatives which are zero discharge, closed loop and renewables .  

Our sustainability initiatives are derived from following key values: 

 Reducing our dependency on precious natural resources like land and fresh water; 

 Count our carbon footprint as we look back to our emission which generates tons of toxic fumes and  

pollutes our breathable air; 

 Stop harmful chemicals like fertilizers, pesticides and dyes which are getting into land and water streams 

only to return to human bodies through the water and food chains. 

 Close the textiles loop by recycling garment waste turned into regenerated fibers and then yarn which 

have almost similar utilities to replace virgin textiles. 

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp


It is the proven fact that a closed loop textile is more sustainable because it can better support  

the ecosystem. The demand for sustainable goods has been growing year on year. Being at the 

forefront of supply chain, fashion brands can drive this demand by offering more  sustainable  

merchandise.  

Textile waste recycling is a practical solution to achieve our sustainability goals when we close this 

loop . Recycled yarns still need our confidence, as we always tend to describe and measure it with 

the same yardstick, as we use for a virgin textiles.  

“More than 60% customers prefer products which are sustainably produced.”   

                    - Nielson Report, 2015 - 

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp


“We produce GRS certified pre-dyed 100 % recycled cotton and poly-blended yarns in 10 to 30s 

Ne count range by using garment cutting waste and PET bottles waste recycled fibres which are  

fine in quality and suitable to make knitted and woven fabrics for sustainable garments.”  

https://www.ushayarns.com/grs/
https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp
https://www.ushayarns.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/igbc.pdf
https://www.ushayarns.com/iso-2/
https://www.ushayarns.com/grs/


USHA YARNS is known for it’s quality of recycled hosiery yarns in knitting segment which is matchless 

for others because we are able to manage better feel, colors options,  smooth run ability with least  

imperfections. Hence, our product is always at the first preference for quality conscious customers in 

our segment. 

Our yarns  come in recycled cotton rich contents blended with other sustainable natural and manmade 

fiber options. We offer our hosiery yarns from 10 to 30s Ne count range with good strength to run on 

all types of circular and flat bed knitting machines. Usha Yarns is popular in making Jersey, Pique, Terry, 

Rib and Jacquard fabrics.  Our Color Card offers more than 76 shades which includes  popular solid 

and mélange colors.   

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp
https://www.ushayarns.com/coloured-yarn-shade-card/
https://www.ushayarns.com/coloured-yarn-shade-card/


Recycled weaving yarn was our first initiative which later became a trend setter for others to           

follow. This segment is very price competitive though our  quality conscious customers still value      

us due to our strict quality measures. Our weaving yarns perform consistently in terms of colors, 

strength, smoothness and run ability on various handlooms, power looms and other high speed 

looms.   

Usha weaving yarns have recycled cotton poly blends options in 8 to 28s Ne count range which is 

suitable for Apparel and Home Furnishing line. Hence, our product is always at the first preference for 

quality conscious customers in our segment. We offer similar 76 shades in our Color Card  which     

includes popular solid and  mélange colors.   

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp
https://www.ushayarns.com/coloured-yarn-shade-card/


Usha Mélange Yarns have got wide acceptance in garments due to our trendy color shades which    

includes more than 20 different options to choose. We offer our yarns for the both knitting and  

weaving  application in count range of 8 to 30s Ne . Our mélange yarns come in cotton rich blend 

with other sustainable natural and manmade fibers of your choice. 

https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp


https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp


ADMIN OFFICE 

Plot 707, Industrial Area Phase I,  

Chandigarh – 160002, India 

Ph. 01725073813, 9216702205 

WORKS 

Vill. Rampur Sanian, Derabassi  

Distt Mohali, Punjab, India – 140307,  

Ph. 01762-281432, 9872072793 

For more details please contact 

USHA YARNS LTD 

www.ushayarns.com 

info@ushayarns.com  
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https://campaigns.fibre2fashion.com/2020/SustainabilityV/index.asp

